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Nat'l Labor Relations Board Opened Way For 'Dirty Dozen'

By Local 1335, BART Committee, ILWU

SAN PEDRO—Almost 32 years ago the secret of the 'dirty dozen' union was blown to the world when the BART Committee of the ILWU opened the door for that group of trailer workers to gain admittance to the union.

Since that time the 'dirty dozen' has been held up as an example of how a union can force a settlement.

Last month the BART Committee opened the door for the 'dirty dozen' in a way that was as interest to the public as the original opening.
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Unions To Back Chicago Conference August 31
Burke-Wadsworth Bill On to Chicago!

Fascism for America!

IF SOMEONE proposed that we take a wage cut from $82.50 per month (base pay of sailors and foremen) to $25.00 per month and eliminate all overtimes we would be ready to fight until we won or starved to death.

Today's proposal comes from the White House supported by every economic royalist in the country supporting just such a wage cut and elimination of overtime for seamen.

This bill would Hitlerize America.

JOE McCOOK
Maritime Cooks and Stewards.

CIO Tells Hillman "We Back Lewis, All the Way!"

Eugene V. Dennett, Sec., Craycraft urged passage of the Geyer Bill which would bar navigators from joining unions. The crew members were against it.

Mobilizing for Peace

Today a proposal comes from the White House—this will all be paradise for retirement and when the vote was tabulated 252,627 persons said "No" to the Burke-Wadsworth Bill to em-}
Machinists on FDR's National Unity

"We have listened to propaganda of the shortages of skilled labor, let alone all the purpose of the programs that this nation generally has to eliminate from industry men more than 40 years of age, those who are not needed. The idea of the unity needed to deal with the slump situation we must junk the 'experimentation' of these last few years, the care of Americans the unity needed to deal with the European situation we must junk..."

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE—Per Year, $2.50

Joe Harris R. A. Meriwether

The Maritime Federation correctly see that "national unity" at all costs means... The United States is not alone. And they realize that the... And there is no protection has been given the... "You goddamn right it's a-05... If you are longshoremen..."

Gits Marine Hospital Workers a Break!

The facilities of the United States Public Health Service are taken for granted by American seamen. Whenever a man gets sick, it is taken for granted that... They, naturally, are unable to take advantage of this... The ILWU has been trying to se-

The Consequence Bill and Labor

While widespread approval... To this proposition, it will be necessary to... The ship meetings... The first point... The cards make as high as $80 to $100... The WAVES and men... Paul Rebeson will sing the Ballad for Americans... Plans for the S. F. Delegation to the Chicago..."deferred status." This... Into the Japanese packet... "You goddamn right it's a-05... It's the same building, just... The ILWU has an... The ILWU is the..."You goddamn right it's a-05... You goddamn right it's a-05...

No Conscription of Wealth

All this is justified on the ground that it's a question of national defense. So far it's... "We'll work with the firms... In other words, the Burke..."

New Offices For The Federation

New offices for the Federation were opened in the same suite of offices... In other words, the Burke... Bad handwriting may..."

The Consequence Bill and Labor

While widespread approval... To this proposition, it will be necessary to... The ship meetings... The first point... The cards make as high as $80 to $100... The WAVES and men... Paul Rebeson will sing the Ballad for Americans... Plans for the S. F. Delegation to the Chicago..."deferred status." This... Into the Japanese packet... "You goddamn right it's a-05... It's the same building, just... The ILWU has an... The ILWU is the..."You goddamn right it's a-05... You goddamn right it's a-05...
Wed, July 31, 1940

G. Mathias, President. R. C. Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave., Secretary-Treasurer.

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STEAM-SCHONGER OPERATORS, PARTNERS & WIPERS has decided to meet once a month and will do so on the second Thursday at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., Portland, Ore. (In case of inclement weather, please call for meeting place.)

RANK AND FILE COMMISSIONER.
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ANTHILL SENDS
In Five Bucks

The cover of the Pennsy tanker SS Anthill this week sent in $5,000 to the "Voice" to help cover of mailing the "Voice." The owners of the Anthill have sent in $5,000 to the "Voice" and are now accepted by the "Voice" to help cover of mailing the "Voice."
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Recall Ballot Held Up

The ballot to recall J. J. Quinn was delayed in being issued at the regular meeting of the MPOWV of the Territory. Secretary Malone read photostats of copies of letters alleged to be written from the office of the Communist Party of Canada with instructions to 'get rid of Quinn.' These letters handed over to the secretary by Quinn are supposed to be a deep plot in the background of the Quinn recall. Some 10 committee members elected to bring in a report of their work were asked to read out letters which were never addressed to them, nor were they members last night as 'ridiculous.'

Howz Shippin'?

Tuesday, the 23rd, ten jobs off the board. The President Pierce took a plumbers. Herman and a pair of wipers. The Mamakau took a wiper, the Panaman an order and the Ad Cannabis picked up a first

Members Ask Quinn Recall


Barbers Last Night


5000 Attend Portland ILWU Picnic

PORTLAND—Over 5000 longshoremen attended the Portland ILWU Picnic at the Riverfront Park, Friday afternoon, and a good time at that. The union's annual picnic has been held for ten years and this year it was

LUXOR CABS

"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"

ORDWAY 4040

$1.00 MAXIMUM CHARGE for any direct non-stop, point to point trip in San Francisco

Rotary Colorprint Inc.

Largest and Finest Equipped Newspaper and Color Circular Printers in the West

If You Want a Quiet Hotel

If you want a quiet hotel for one night or a longer stay in San Francisco, try a quiet hotel in the heart of the city. You can have a pleasant and restful stay in a hotel that is not闹ed for noise and excitement. This is the first and only hotel of its kind in San Francisco.

£. M. M. CAFE

Alpine Hotel

480 Pine

San Francisco

MFW Resolution Hits Conscription

The following resolution was passed unanimously at headquarter meeting this week.

WHEREAS: There is now pending in Congress that measure to conscript the Americans in the armed forces and to be used in a war of aggression.

RESOLVED: That copies of this resolution be sent to the President, to both houses of Congress, to both houses of the State legislature and to both houses of the Imperial legislature.
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San Pedro

MCS Gets Good Contract With American Trading

San Pedro — Agent Joseph O'Connell has signed a contract with the American Trading and Shipping Company granting MCS members the right to work aboard the Queenship during the four working days and Sundays off in port. The agreement covers the 80 St. Adams Avenue.

Brother O'Connell states that the decision to enter into this agreement was based on the fact that the immediate trouble is in the Pacific coast of China.

The agreement now in effect covers the following:

(a) Eight hours per day, with 10 days off every week.

(b) The union men are now employed by the MCS at the same wages as are the company's employees.

(c) The union men are now employed by the MCS at the same wages as are the company's employees.

(d) The agreement provides for a grievance procedure in case of any disputes that may arise.

(e) The agreement provides for a severance of the membership of the union in case of any disputes that may arise.

(f) The agreement provides for a severance of the membership of the union in case of any disputes that may arise.

The agreement is subject to ratification by the MCS members, and the union men are now employed by the MCS at the same wages as are the company's employees.

The agreement now in effect covers the following:

(a) Eight hours per day, with 10 days off every week.
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(d) The agreement provides for a grievance procedure in case of any disputes that may arise.
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SS COLUMBIAN CONDEMNS TWO-FOR-ONE LOG SYSTEM

It's a Weapon In Employers' Hands

Sailors and firemen aboard the SS Columbia have taken the offensive in trying to get the discriminatory two-for-one log system thrown out. At a meeting on board ship last week at Boston they adopted the following resolution:

That as many seamen are being laid off at present as at any time in the past and that the discussion of the situation through the press of Liberty Gio, the reactionary in Washington Fraternally, has seen the light on every issue gate, reports three new men in the awning on the ship.

The Columbia has been at the San Francisco end of the run on account of an alimony matter over our heads in favor of a former crew man. It was also er's protest.

Max Craft got off on the East van, stewards delegate, reports that so many seamen are being taken the offensive in trying to get the discriminatory two-for-one log system thrown out. Many and out this week. She sailed Tuesday for the Orient on her second charter trip for American President Lines. Many and out this week. She sailed Tuesday for the Orient on her second charter trip for American President Lines.

City of Los Angeles

Sails on Charter Trip to Orient

The Panama-Pacific liner City of Los Angeles was in the late evening of July 27th. She carried a party of 125 men, including Harry Bond and Max Curt of the deck department.

Mauna Loa

No. 332

Schooner Vigilant Back in Service

Raphael Semmens

SIU Scabs On Its Own Men

Surial At Sea

Oilier On American, Star Killed

By Z. E. Brown, ACA

Aboard the SS American Star, July 26—Brother Rodger Dechx, employee MPOW6, No. 109, died today from injuries received while performing his duties as sealer on the 4 to 8 watch. While making the rounds at 5 a.m. Bro. Dechx struck his head on a beam about two hours after he had finished his tour. His head struck a beam about two hours after he had finished his tour. Dechx, who was employed as an electrician, was working in the engineroom when he received the injury. He was pronounced dead by Dr. W. D. Ferguson, the company's attending physician at the hospital. The body will be shipped to the home city of the deceased for burial.

End males

SS Texan

Minutes of Black Gang Meeting

SS Texan—(At Sea)—Saturday, July 26, Meeting called to order at 3 p.m. B. C. Cander, chairman; V. Hut, recording secretary.

Motion made and seconded to pipe drinking water down to floor pipes. Motion carried.

SS Arizonan

Sitting On Table Taboo

SS Hugoton

Sailors and firemen aboard the SS Hugoton, MMU, strongly protest the Haranguiists: If you sa'. on remarkable importance which have to be at-.

Mr. President, I rise to a point of order. Your father has died and there allowed to rest for a few minutes while Chief Officer B. C. Canderson called to order at 1 p.m. B. C. Canderson, chairman; V. Hut, recording secretary.

Minutes of Black gang meeting

SS Maliko

Among the boys at the Maliko there never was a more successful strike since the days of the Miners. All hands have been compelled to return to work only.

SS Valiente

Crew Demands War Bonus—Gets It

Ran Perez—The SIU, the old "O'Brien Brothers," now owned by the Greek company, carrying the Panamanian flag, arrived in New York this week, but the crew's expectation of getting the war bonus was disappointed. After a conference in obtaining the war bonus for the Panamanian ships, they returned to New York and Honolulu brokers representing the SIU received from office of Brother E. W. student, a technically trained Engineer.

Patronize "Voice" Advertisers

When the crew witnessed the officials of the SS Maliko putting into the harbor the workers who had walked out on the two-for-one log system, they were promptly ordered off the vessel and cast adrift in a small rowboat.

Tecada Black Gang Asks Quinn Recall

Voice of the Federation

The question of the Federation was passed on to the master of the ship at Arizon, Jr., by the Federation's executive committee and the Federation's executive committee.

SS Elena

The Federation, under the direction of Brother Ella, has been working very hard to get the war bonus for the Panamanian ships.

NMU Has $206,000 In Strike Fund

NMU Aids N. Y. Welfare Fund

NEW YORK—"The crews of the American flag vessels—under the leadership of the National Maritime Union (NMU) which has mobilized the entire American labor movement—will have a national strike fund," said Stephen W. Harvey, president of the union. "The fund will be used to assist strikers in getting through the present strike, and to finance the Union's work in the future."

NMU Scabs

SIU Scabs On Its Own Men

The meeting—a special shore meeting—was called to order at 1 p.m. B. C. Canderson, chairman; V. W. Hut, recording secretary.

Special Notice to Table Hands

The following resolution was passed on to the master of the ship at Arizon, Jr., by the Federation's executive committee and the Federation's executive committee.
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